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We are dedicated to creating and providing free, high-quality English learning. Orleans &gt; Cram Up &amp;gt; English tests on Parallel Klauses test your knowledge about Relative Clauses. After you submit your answers, you'll see how well you've done in the test. Indexing in what the girl who I met yesterday lived in Paris are girls, living in Paris, loves
reading the novels both differently: the first phrase includes essential information, which cannot be deleted whereas the second can be omitted without any significant change: the girl loves reading novels. Let's see the different RELATIVE PRONOUNS IN MORE DETAIL Match the following parts of the sentences with a relative pronoun (3º, 4º ESO): a. China
is the place.......... Chinese people live b. Students ... ... sitting on the exam will not pass English AFC. The elephant is a beast.......... life in Africa says Mary, ....... brother lives in Australia, it's in my class. The girl......... I sat down and was amusing to f. A computer is a device....... help you do a lot of activities g. Alexander is living in the house. . . . . . . . I grew
up. 2. Form sentences with a relative pronoun (4º ESO) a. Matt got a car. It is very fast. Matt had a car that is very fast. B. The student published a story. He won a competition. The student published.... c.c. That's my cousin Jane. He works in a grocery store. This my cousin jane......... D. That's the park. I went there when I was young. That's the park...... what
about. Yesterday I met Kevin. Its sisters travel very often. Yesterday I met Kevin....... f sr. Most of my friends went to the party. It was at Peter. Most of my friends went to the party...... 3. Recruit to form relative classifications that are not defined. Use the pronouns in brackets. A. Amy is my sister. He's older than me. (LYON) Amy, who is my sister, is greater
than I. b- This beautiful food center. It is really delicious. (KI) c. Mr Watson is very helpful. He is a doctor. (KI) d. THat disco was closed. We wanted to go there. (WHERE) e. This book was boring. I read it last year. (KI) See also the following activities: . English Exercise Grammar English Online 2 GRAMMAR: VERBAL TEST - FEATURING SIMPLE -
FEATURING SIMPLE AND CONTINUOUS – FIRES FORMAS DE HABLAR DE FUTURO. . MODAL VEBS –SIMPLE SOt Pass Are Simple Valentine's Irregular Valentine's VERBS – PAST SIMPLE AND CONTINUOUS - Presents perfect. Featuring perfect. - Pass perfect. French pasado's perfect A Simple Pasado VOCABULARY STRUCTURES: Consejos
parander vocabulario in this map you can find some elements of helping you add new ideas and time expressions, needed for narrative: linked with words. Tell a story. to write. Juana Moral's English Cites the following links can help you write an esscalation: The following links can help you write an essack. In addition to the previous, you can also use these
elements to write different types of text such as for essexting against the essex. English site Juana Moral THe after pic shows some linked words and adds ideas: Writinig, linked to Mo. Juana's English site Finally, how can you add emphasis when writing? Here, you may find a few ways to do that: the emphasis of writing. Cite Moral Content Juana English
How to shape relatives to pronounce subject or pronounce object? Relative advertising defines relative classifications that do not define how to cut shorter exercise relatives and exercise tests and tests on relative classifications We use relative classification to provide more information about something without starting another sentence. By combining
sentences with a relative clause, your text becomes more talked and you can avoid repeating certain words. How to Shape Relative Clause Imagine, a Girl Is Talking to Tom. You want to know who he is and ask a friend if he knows it. You could say: A girl is talking to Tom. Do you know the girl? That sounds rather complicated, doesn't it? It would be easier
with a relative clause: you put both pieces of information in one sentence. Start with the most important thing – you want to know who the girl is. do you know the girl... As your friends may not know which girl you are talking about, you need to put in the additional information – the girl is talking to Tom. Use the girl only in the first part of the sentence, in the
second part to replace it with the relative pronoun (for whom, use the relative pronoun who). So the final phrase is: do you know the girl who is talking to Tom? Pronouns Relative Pronouns or Pronouns Objects? Topics and pronounce objects cannot be dismissed by their shapes – which, which, are used for subject and pronoun objects. You can, however,
distitch them as follows: If the relative pronoun is followed by a verb, the relative pronoun is a subject pronoun. The pronoun topics must always be used. The apple that sets the table If the relative pronoun is not followed by a verb (but by a noun or pronoun), the relative pronoun is a pronoun object. Pronounce objects may fall to define their relative
classification, which then is called Contact Klauses. The Apple (WHO) George sets the table Relative Adverbs A adverb relative to use instead of a more relative pronoun preposition. This often makes the phrase easier to understand. This is the shop in which I bought my bike.→ this is the store where I bought my bike. Defines relative classifications that
define palas (also called relative classes or restriction classes) to provide detailed information a general term or expression. Defines the relative classifications not set to commas. Imagine, Tom is in a room with five girls. A girl is talking to Tom and you ask someone if she knows this girl. Here the relative clause defines which of the five girls you mean. Do you
know the girl talking to Tom? Defined relative classes are commonly used in An oath is someone who works on a boat. Pronounce objects in defining relative classification may collapse. (Center with a relative clause without the relative pronoun called Contact Clauses.) The boy (whom) we met yesterday is very nice. Relative classes that are not defined that
are not defined (also called that do not identify relative classes or non-restrictive relative classes) provide additional information about something, but don't define it. Non-defined relative classes are set to commas. Imagine, Tom is in a room with only one girl. Both are talking to each other and you ask someone if she knows this girl. Here the relative clause is
non-defined because in this situation it is obvious what girl you mean. Do you know the girl, who is talking to Tom? Note: In non-defined relative classifications, who / who cannot be replaced with that. Pronounce objects of classes that are not defined relative to be used. Jim, who we met yesterday, is very nice. How to cut relative paralysis? Relative grade with
which, which, as pronoun subject can be replaced with an opt-out. This makes sentences shorter and easier to understand. I told you about the woman who lives next door. - I told you about the woman who lives next door. Do you see the cat lying on the roof? - Do you see the cat lying on the roof? Exercises on Relative Clauses Pronunes relative to Relative
Adverbs Clauses and Contact Grade Testing relatives here. Download this quiz to PDF here. See more exercise relative classes here. Need more practice? Find more perfect English Grammar with our courses. Index of the contents
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